The paper presents multi agent system approach and software prototype aimed at the air traffic control in airport airspace. 
Introduction
Due to ever increasing intensity of air traffic accompanied with hardening of requirements to its safety, development of new principles of air traffic control (ATC) attract, since recently, a lot of attention of research community. Additional factor making this research highly critical is potential threat of terrorist attacks and airliner hijacking. Free flight concept recently proposed for airliner routing [1] was a response of research and industry community on the aforementioned challenge. The idea of this concept is to provide every airliner with much more flexibility in routing and to delegate solution of collision avoidance task to the pilot assisting software and hardware via use of local safety policy and negotiations when necessary.
Unfortunately, too less attention is currently paid to development of new principles of ATC within airport airspace (ASp), where air traffic density is much higher, the control processes are very short-time and spatially very constrained. Even now ATC, within ASp, is very difficult task for operators and it is clear that in the nearest future, even in normal situations (nothing say about emergency situations or airliner hijacking) operators will be not able to cope with the task in question using current ATC technology.
The study of the last problem shows that perhaps only reasonable way out is to provide airliners with more autonomy in planning and scheduling safe landing and take-off while using coordination on peerto-peer (P2P) basis and to minimize the air traffic control operator intervention.
Practical realization of such principles focusing on autonomy and P2P coordination needs new ATC model, architecture and implementation technology. In this concern, multi-agent systems (MAS) provide the necessary means especially effective for systems composed of autonomous entities operating in common environment and coordinating their behavior according to a policy. An important advantage of MAS is that the latter provides practically unique architecture and technology for development of open systems, when the population of autonomous entities composing the system is highly transient.
The existing results on use of MAS approach to various aspects of ATC mainly concern autonomous routing and collision avoidance task during cruising (see e.g. [4] , [5] , [6] , etc.) and there is practically no research on using MAS for ATC in ASp.
At present time ATC in ASp is provided by several operators assigned the limited ASp responsibility zones. Intuition based on long term experience as well as use of standard patterns of airliner behavior are the guarantees of ATC effectiveness, in particular its safety. In contrast, MAS approach based of real-life air traffic model and formally specified safety policy is capable to provide deeper situation analysis, assessment and prognosis, and more stable, consistent and smooth ATC within ASp.
The paper presents an agent-based approach to ATC focusing on delegation of some functions of ATC operators to the pilot assisting agents in order to locally, on P2P basis, solve coordination problems. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents ATC simulation server intended for simulation-based validation of the ATC algorithms through checking the corresponding air traffic safety. Section 3 outlines software prototype of MAS implementing the proposed organizational principles of ATC within ASp. Scenario of autonomous agents' behavior and coordination model realizing the selected organization structure are presented in section 4
Simulation server
Simulation server is used for a) ASsp topology specification and graphical representation, b) ATC situation specification, and c) simulation-based situation representation.
ASp is specified in terms of arrival, transition, approach and departure schemes composed of sequences of standard leg types, holding areas and runways [1] . Such ASp specification corresponds to the domain standard and allows, practically for any airport, to download its specification from open sources. Below JFK airport of New York City is used as a case study downloaded from [3] .
Situation is described by schedule of airliners arrivals, their entry points into ASp and destination runway (for arriving airliners), and by take-off runway, take-off scheduled time and exit point from ASp (for departing airliners). In the case study, the aforementioned data concerning to JFK airport are used. Simulation server provides on-line simulation and picturing of the air traffic configuration (Fig.1) . Besides, it on-line checks meeting the separation standards and depicts the facts of their violation.
Software Prototype of Agent-Based ATC
Software prototype of agent-based ATC is focused on separation standard-based air traffic safety analysis. According to the selected ATC system organizational structure, its basic software entities are the agents playing the roles of airliner pilot assistant and of an approach sector ATC operator assistant, which, hereinafter, are called for brevity as airliner and ATCO agent respectively. ATCO agent is responsible for ATC within the approach zone, namely for coordination of airliners' entries into this zone. Its knowledge base (KB) consists of rule set representing temporal constraints on concurrent usage of approach schemes.
Airliner agent is responsible for control over airliner trajectory along assigned arrival scheme while granted a degree of freedom in changing altitude echelon, using holding areas and other evolutions when it is admitted by separation standards. Explanation of a maneuver example, "off-path jogging" maneuver, is done in Fig.2 .
Thus, airliner agent is responsible for scheduling of its safe movement from ASp entry point to the entry point of approach zone and is admitted to autonomously make decisions depending on the current situation.
Coordination Tasks
Coordination tasks are based on dynamic grouping of airliner agents and decomposition of ASp on specific sectors. ASp is decomposed on single approach and several arrival sectors. Approach sector comprises all approach and departure schemes. Each arrival sector comprises sequence of corridors of fixed leg types and single exit point attached the holding areas at the different altitudes.
Airliner agents located in arrival zone are grouped on the basis of sectors they are located in at current and future times anticipated by their plans. The total count of groups equals to the total arrival sector count and these groups are identified by sectors' IDs, G(sector ID). Thus, each airliner agent, at a time instant, may belong to two groups, G(A) and G(B), if A is the sector of airliner's current location and B is one into which the airliner intends to transit in the future according to its flight scheme. Airliner agent becomes a member of group G(X) when it announces its intention to transit to sector X and leaves this group when it exits out of sector X.
Each airliner agent provides for and receives from other members of "its own" group(s) the data necessary for situation assessment and scheduling its movement. These data include airliner class, its current sector, next sector and planned transition time, transition current status, i.e. whether it is only intention or decision made, and so on.
Dynamic forming of airliner agents' groups aims at decomposition of conflict resolution task. Indeed, an airliner may conflict only with the airliners of the groups it currently belongs to. Therefore every airliner has to care only about resolution of potential conflicts with such airliners.
Air traffic in arrival sectors
For every airliner, the assigned arrival scheme determines sequence of corridors, but choice of the altitude echelon is responsibility of airliner agent depending on the current situation within the sector. It is made during airliner motion within the sector in particular a) after entry to the new sector and b) if one or several altitude echelons got free. At that, airliner agent chooses descending maneuver autonomously if it is necessary via P2P negotiation with the sectorlocated airliners in order to check maneuver admissibility against the safety policy.
The task is solved by every airliner agents located in the group sector and divided in two subtasks. The first of them aims at determination of the airliners that may compete for occupation of free lower echelon. Competing airliners are ones that a) currently occupying the echelons, which are higher than the target one; and, at the same time, b) capable to occupy this echelon while completing the maneuver before reaching the exit point of the sector.
The second task is a computing of airliners priorities to occupy the vacant echelon. It is autonomously solved by each airliner using the following data concerning itself and other competing airliners: a) airliner class, b) current altitude, c) target altitude and d) scheduled transition time to the next sector. The priorities are determined by airliners using behavior policy. Currently various policies are the subjects of the simulation-based research. In general, a scenario of this coordination task is solved by each agent as follows: 1. Airliner agent X determines the set SC of potentially competing airliners. 2. Airliner agent X has a right to make decision (RMD) to occupy the echelon in question in two cases. If SC=Ø or, otherwise, it possesses the highest priority. 3. The airliner agent having RMD determines a set SV of airliners which safety may be violated during maneuver performance. If SV =Ø it starts to perform the descending. Otherwise it has to negotiate with agent of the set SV to agree maneuvers like those presented in Fig. 2 . 4. If conflict-free agreement is reached then all involved airliners start to perform concerted evolutions. Otherwise the airliner agent delegates RMD to the airliner agent having second priority.
Transitions between arrival sectors
An airliner approaching the last (exit) point of an arrival sector A and, according to assigned scheme, has to transit to next arrival sector B. At that it may either (1) entry into sector B, or (2) occupy holding area of the current sector. Let us denote the set of echelons of each sector by A H and B H respectively. Thus, each airliner X has two attributes, S X and H X , corresponding to the variables the sector and echelon of X.
During motion within arrival sector A each airliner X makes one from these decisions in two cases: a) after its own announcement of intention to transit to other sector, B, and b) if situation in the target sector B is changed. In makes decision as follows: into sector B and therefore analyzes its admissibility. 3. Airliner X makes decision to transit into target sector B if the following conditions are hold:
|, i.e. at least single vacant echelon exists in target sector.
• Airliner X will not conflict with airliners of the sets 1 C and 2 C .
• The airliner agent X has the highest priority among the agents of the set 4 C .
If conditions described in items 3 above are not hold the airliner X decides to use holding area. By analogy with the task described in section 4.1 the priorities are computed by agents autonomously based safety policy. This component of safety policy also may be formed in multiple ways. Currently implemented version uses the rules with attributes a) Airliner class, b) Current altitude, and c) Transition time.
Entries into approach zone
Approach to ATC organization in the approach zone requires interaction of airliner agents with ATCO agent. The landing and taking-off airliners cannot entry to approach sector or take-off without permission of ATCO agent. To get permission, an airliner agent sends the ATCO agent the request containing the following data a) Airliner class, b) Transition time/Taking off time, c) Approach/ Departure scheme. It may happen that the landing airliner achieved an approach sector entry point has no entering permission. In this case, the airliner agent, first, makes decision to occupy holding area and, second, updates time of entry to approach zone and sends repeated request to ATCO agent.
ATCO agent is responsible for monitoring of the current air traffic situation within the approach zone and issues entry permissions to the airliner agents. Monitoring function of ATCO agent results in getting the data concerning each airliner operating inside approach zone, i.e. scheme occupied by airliner and its approach zone entry time. ATCO agent also has the data concerning airliners intended or waiting for permission to entry into approach sector.
Entry permissions are issued via iterative execution of the following two steps scenario. Execution of each iteration results in issue of permission only to one airliner. 1. The ATCO agent computes / re-computes admissible entry time windows for each airliner requesting for entry into approach zone. At that it uses own knowledge base and current status of all approach and departure schemes occupation. 2. Selects one of the airliner to be granted the entry permission during the nearest admissible time interval. Selection is based on priority rules as applied to all the airliners intended to entry into approach scheme in question.
Conclusion
The paper presents an agent-based conceptual model of ATC organization in ASp and simulation server software prototype intended for validation of the former model. According to real-life ATC approach, ASp is divided into arrival and approach zones. The idea of the proposed multi-agent ATC system is to minimize the intervention of air traffic operator during ATC in arrival zone while delegating this function to the pilot assisting agents. The latter are autonomous entities that, using predicted air traffic configuration, coordinate airliner movements in the arrival zone based on ASp topology and safety policy destined for meeting the separation standards at any time moment. In contrast, according to the proposed ATC organizational model, within approach zone the agent assisting to air traffic control operator (ATCO agent) is responsible for ATC and, inside it, the airliners have to strictly follow directives of this agent.
Autonomous behavior of airliners coordinated by the pilot assisting agents is provided by the behavior policy which, in case of conflicts, determines priority of this or that airliner to realize conflict-free behavior pattern. One from the possible variant of behavior policy is considered in the presented conceptual model. Other variants of the behavior policy will be the subject of future simulation-based research. Future research will also concern optimization task intended to minimize the consolidated airliner flight delay.
It is important to note that implementation of the presented conceptual model was developed using advanced version of multi-agent software tool, MASDK, described in [2] .
